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The development of “green” chemistry materials with enhanced properties is a central topic in numerous

applicative fields, including the design of polymeric systems for the conservation of works of art.

Traditional approaches in art restoration comprise polymer thickeners and viscous dispersions to partially

control solvents in the removal of soil or aged varnishes/coatings from artifacts. Alternatively, polymeric

gel networks can be specifically designed to grant full control of the cleaning action, yielding safe, time-

and cost-effective restorations. The selection of polymers and oligomers in gel design is crucial to tune

solvent upload, retention, and controlled release over the sensitive artistic surfaces. Starting from an

overview of traditional polymer formulations and state-of-the-art gel systems for cleaning works of art,

we provide here the design of a new class of gels, focusing on the selection of oligomers to achieve gels

with tailored hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity. We evaluated the oligomers Hydrophilic–Lipophilic Balance

(HLB) by developing, for the first time, a novel methodology combining SEC and DOSY NMR analysis,

which was tested on a library of “green” oligoesters synthesized by polycondensation and poorly

explored in the literature. Oligomers with moderate polydispersity were chosen to validate the new

protocol as a robust tool for designing polymeric gels even on industrial scale. The methodology is more

time-effective than traditional methods, and gives additional insights on the oligomers physico-chemical

nature, evaluating their compatibility with different solvents. Then, we used the selected oligoesters with
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castor oil to obtain a new class of organogels able to upload solvents with varying polarity, which effectively

removed different types of unwanted layers typically found in painting restoration. These results validate the

oligomers screening approach and the new class of gels as promising chemical processes/materials in art

preservation. The methodology can potentially allow evaluation of HLB also for small molecules (e.g.,

surfactants), opening for the formulation of polymers solutions/gels beyond Cultural Heritage

conservation, as in pharmaceutics, cosmetics, food industry, tissue engineering, agriculture, and others.
Introduction

Sustainability is a key concept in today's society, and “green”
chemical processes are being adopted in different sectors
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looking for efficient, safe materials and reactions with reduced
ecotoxicological impact and decreased waste.1 In general,
sustainability is implemented by minimizing the raw materials
needed in processes, reducing waste or hazardous products,
and employing as much as possible low-energy pathways and
renewable sources to foster cost-effective, circular economy
approaches.2–7

These trends are becoming progressively adopted also in the
eld of Cultural Heritage preservation, which gathers scientists
and industrial actors along with end-users (art curators,
conservators, museums, collections, etc.) and social science and
humanities. Cultural Heritage, when well maintained and
accessible to citizens, can act as a driver of socioeconomic
welfare, but there is the urgent necessity of implementing
“green”materials and sustainable methodologies to be used for
remedial and preventive conservation8–12 of movable and
immovable works of art. Indeed, even though it does not involve
large production volumes as compared to other sectors,
Cultural Heritage preservation is a eld with high social impact,
and part of a framework aimed at providing resilience to society,
inspiring sustainable practices. In addition, art preservation is
carried out by professionals (restorers, curators) who are
exposed to safety risks when traditional chemicals are used to
restore the artefacts, e.g., some petroleum-based solvents,
siloxanes, or cocoamine surfactants.13 Finally, the innovative
green solutions devised for art conservation in the framework of
materials science and colloids, such as gels, lms, foams,
emulsions, particles, and composites, can be useful to other
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industrial/technological sectors where the employment of green
chemistry solutions is strictly required, e.g., detergency,
cosmetics, pharmaceutics, food industry, packaging, coatings,
etc.

Advanced restoration materials have included, over the
decades, inorganic nanoparticles,14–17 hybrid systems,18–21

microemulsions and gels,13,22 protective coatings,23–25 and
lms.26–28 Such diversity responds to the complexity of physico-
chemical processes and interactions at play in the artifacts'
degradation processes that must be counteracted. While some
of these advanced materials have already acceptable sustain-
ability, there is wide room, and need, for their conversion into
fully “green” approaches that address, as much as possible, all
the requirements of the European Green Deal.2,3,29 This is not
a straightforward task, considering that advanced remedial and
preventive conservation tools are oen derived in the frame-
work of materials science, colloids, and so matter,30–32 where
subtle changes in compositions or formulation processes can
produce structural or functional alterations of the nal prod-
ucts. Therefore, the chemical design of new “green” solutions
must be carefully carried out taking into accounts different
factors.

Because polymers and oligomers are central in the formu-
lation of advanced solutions for Cultural Heritage preservation,
it is fundamental to highlight sustainable raw materials,
chemical processes, and applicative protocols. In particular,
a recurrent and delicate task in remedial conservation is the
cleaning of artifacts, i.e., the removal of unwanted layers such as
soil, dust, and aged varnishes or coatings from past restora-
tions. Most artistic surfaces, like iconic modern/contemporary
canvas paintings, can be highly sensitive to water and
solvents,33–35 thus cleaning tools must be selective, removing
target layers without affecting the original binders, pigments,
dyes, etc. Polymers have been widely employed to devise
conning networks to upload solvents and control their release
on works of art. Namely, chemical and physical polymeric gels
allow high cleaning effectiveness and safe applications,
surpassing the limitations of traditional solvent thickeners that
grant only limited control of the cleaning action or tend to leave
residues on treated surfaces.13,36 However, while several
formulations of hydrogels (able to upload aqueous uids) have
already passed from design to extensive assessment, and are
now available to conservators worldwide,37–40 the development
of polymer gel networks to conne organic solvents (organo-
gels) is still in its infancy in conservation science.41–46 This open
task must be addressed, and new robust systems proposed,
since conservators still rely on organic solvents as comple-
mentary tools when artistic surfaces do not tolerate even the
minimal contact with aqueous phases.

Starting from a critical overview of traditional polymer
formulations and state-of-the-art gel systems for cleaning works
of art, we report in this contribution on the design of a new class
of organogels, which started from the selection of specic oli-
goesters in view of building networks with tailored
hydrophilicity/hydrophobicity to clean works of art. These
oligomers are “green” compounds that have been poorly
explored in the literature but have great potential in gel
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
synthesis. Their Hydrophilic–Lipophilic Balance (HLB) was here
evaluated by developing, for the rst time, a novel methodology
that combines Size Exclusion Chromatography (SEC) and
diffusion-ordered spectroscopy (DOSY) NMR analysis. The new
method is more time-effective than traditional ones and
provides additional insights on the physico-chemical nature of
the oligomers, evaluating their compatibility with different
solvents. Such information can in principle guide phase sepa-
rations in pre-gel oligomers' solutions and during gelation
processes. Oligomers with moderate polydispersity were
selected to validate the new protocol as a robust approach in the
design of polymeric gels even on industrial scale. Then, the
oligoesters were reacted with castor oil, a valuable renewable
resource in chemical industry47 but still almost unexplored in
art conservation,21,43,48 to yield a new class of organogels. In
particular, the HLB evaluation protocol that we developed
grants the possibility of introducing alternated domains with
varying hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity in the castor oil poly-
urethane network, producing a completely new class of gels as
compared to standard polymer networks with a homogeneous
hydrophobic phase. One of the practical advantages of this new
feature is the enhanced capability to upload solvents with
varying polarity, simply by switching the oligomer inserted in
the castor oil network, which is expected to make the new gels
highly versatile tools in art cleaning interventions.

The gels were assessed on two different types of unwanted
layers found in painting restoration, i.e., a synthetic polymer
varnish and wax. Our nal goal was to validate the oligomers
screening approach and the new class of castor oil–oligoester
gels as novel promising chemical processes/materials in art
preservation. In addition, the methodology could potentially
allow the evaluation of HLB for small molecules (e.g., surfac-
tants), overall supporting the formulation of polymers solutions
and gels in elds even beyond Cultural Heritage conservation,
such as pharmaceutics, cosmetics, food industry, tissue engi-
neering, agriculture, and others.
Polymers solutions and gels in art
preservation – an overview

Starting from the postwar boom, polymers have permeated
through all the range of mankind activities, and many different
classes of polymeric compounds have been continuously
developed and applied,49 including functional polymers from
the 1960s on.50 Following these trends, synthetic polymers were
enthusiastically adopted also in the restoration of Cultural
Heritage51 (besides their direct use as artistic materials),52,53

where they added to the vast plethora of natural materials used
for centuries, as glues/adhesives or consolidants, xatives,
varnishes, and protective coatings. The widespread use of
polymeric materials in Cultural Heritage restoration was
fostered by their advantageous practical features, such as
availability, low cost, ease of application, high adhesive power,
and short-term appealing effects like colour saturation when
applied on painted surfaces. However, scientic awareness and
rigorous design of restoration materials came only later,
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2443–2455 | 2445
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beginning around the end of the 1980s,54 to replace serendipity
and trial-and-error in the common practice. In fact, the diffu-
sion of synthetic polymers was not well supported by full
awareness of their physico-chemical transformations under the
action of UV-Vis light, temperature, relative humidity, and
pollutants, which promote numerous degradation pathways of
works of art.

A rst bulk of synthetic formulations, applied either as
solutions or aqueous emulsions, comprises polyester, ketone,
epoxy or silicone resins, siloxanes, polyolens, polyamides, as
well as acrylics or vinyl polymers, largely used as consolidants or
water repellents since the 1970s on different types of works of
art.23,55 Products like Paraloid B72, polyvinyl acetate, and Primal
AC-33, have been, and still are, extensively applied on wall
paintings, stone, metal, and glass. However, these polymers are
degraded by photo-oxidation processes promoted by light and
enhanced by temperature and pollutants, which can cause yel-
lowing, cracking, change in molecular weight/solubility, and
loss of adhesive power of the coatings.23,56 Moreover, these
products can also be attacked by microorganisms, contrary to
what was initially believed,57,58 or degrade emitting volatile
acids.59 Finally, polymer coatings typically block the pores at the
surface of wall paintings, causing salt solutions, coming from
the wall matrix or the ground, to crystallize in constrained
spaces at the mural-coating interface. The resulting high pres-
sure disrupts the mural surface layers and the coating, leading
to signicant degradation. All these alterations can jeopardize
the surface of the treated works of art and pose signicant risks
to their maintenance. In response, several advanced, nano-
structured cleaning uids have been developed starting from
a pioneering application in the 1980s,60 e.g., surfactant micelles
and oil-in-water (o/w) microemulsions that are able to swell,
detach or dewet aged polymer coatings from artistic
surfaces,13,22,30,32 like canvas or mural paintings, stone, paper,
wood, and other substrates. It has been shown that the
combination, in the nanostructured cleaning uids, of surfac-
tants and good solvents for the polymer coating, is pivotal to
promote chain mobility and the formation of interfaces, which
overall boosts the kinetics of dewetting processes.61,62 This leads
to enhanced efficacy and selectivity in the removal of unwanted
layers from works of art.

Parallel to the development of the nanostructured cleaning
uids, however, research has focused on the design of polymer
networks able to conne the uids, as well as simple aqueous
solutions or solvent blends, granting controlled release on
water- or solvent-sensitive surfaces that are frequently met in art
conservation.13,22,54,63 This is a crucial task that has led to the
development of different families of polymer formulations.
Traditionally, polyacrylic acid (PAA)54 and cellulose ethers64

have been employed to thicken solvents into viscous disper-
sions that grant only partial release control in the removal of
aged varnishes from paintings. PAA was combined with coco-
amine surfactants in the so-called “solvent gels”, polymer
dispersions that can thicken a vast range of solvents.54,65 Even
though they are versatile systems, these thickeners have poor
retentiveness while leaving polymer or surfactant residues on
2446 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2443–2455
the treated surfaces, and thus requiring clearing steps that can
be invasive to the paintings' original layers.36

Alternatively, polyacrylamide,66 poly(2-hydroxyethyl methac-
rylate) (p(HEMA)), poly(vinylpyrrolidone) (PVP), and polyvinyl
alcohol (PVA), have been used to formulate hydrogels to clean
works of art. For instance, HEMA can be crosslinked into
pHEMA networks in the presence of linear PVP, yielding semi-
interpenetrated gel networks (SIPNs) that combine the
mechanical properties of pHEMA with the high hydrophilicity
of PVP, i.e., hydrogels with high viscoelasticity and water
retentiveness.67 These SIPNs have been used to safely clean
water-sensitive substrates like watercolours or poorly bound
painted layers,67,68 improving on traditional gellan or agar gels,
or even to remove scotch tape adhesives from inked paper,69 or
graffiti70 and vandalism from murals, without affecting the
original painted layers. PVA has been recently used to formulate
“twin-chain” polymer networks (TC-PNs), where one type of PVA
(“H-PVA”, with higher molecular weight and hydrolysis degree)
is blended with an “L-PVA” (lower molecular weight and
hydrolysis degree) before gelation.37 Phase separation and
demixing in the pre-gel blend leads to the formation of L-PVA
blobs in a continuous phase of H-PVA. When the demixed
blend is gelled by freeze-thawing (FT), the blobs deform and
partially merge. The following washing procedure causes the
partial release of L-PVA, leaving a spongy, disordered and
interconnected porous network, as opposed to the aligned,
stacked channel-like pores obtained by FT solutions of H-PVA.
Some of the L-PVA is retained in the pores' walls, acting as
a plasticizer, and making the network compliant to mechanical
stress. As a result, the TC-PNs are able to adapt to rough painted
surfaces much better than the pHEMA/PVP SIPNs or rigid gellan
sheets.37 In addition, the disordered, interconnected network
likely favours dirt pick-up and its capture into the gel. These
features have made the TC-PNs ideal tools for the cleaning of
masterpieces by Pablo Picasso,38 Jackson Pollock,37 Roy Lich-
tenstein,39 and others. Both the pHEMA/PVP SIPNs and the PVA
TC-PNs have been loaded with aqueous solutions or o/w
microemulsions and widely used in restoration interventions,
recently becoming standard polymer hydrogels for art cleaning.
PVA has also been used with borax to formulate highly viscous
polymer dispersions that can load some organic solvents in
addition to aqueous systems,71–73 or combined with a polyamine
chelator to obtain dispersions able to lm on bronze sculptures,
solubilize and extract copper corrosion products, and then be
peeled off the surface.74

While these hydrogels and highly viscous dispersions over-
come the limitations of traditional thickeners, there is still the
need to design organogels, i.e., polymer networks able to
conne organic solvents as complementary cleaning tools to
aqueous systems. Poly ethyl or methyl acrylate organogels
(PEMA, PMMA) have showed promising results in the removal
of adhesives or aged varnishes from artworks,41,42,75,76 but
currently the focus is on bio- or natural polymers, derived from
non-petrochemical feedstocks, and renewable sources to
formulate gels coping with the requirements of the European
Green Deal and sustainability.12,77 Accordingly, organogels have
been recently formulated using either polyhydroxy butyrate,9
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
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thiol-ene photopolymerization,45 or castor oil,43 while PVA has
been combined with starch to yield hydrogels with similar
cleaning capability to the TC-PNs but enhanced “green” char-
acter.10 In addition, pectin, an ionic biopolymer from renewable
resources, has been used as a thickener to stabilize Pickering
emulsions made by halloysite nanotubes, formulated to clean
marble.11

Castor oil, in particular, is a renewable resource that, being
nonedible, does not impact on the food chain, and has large
potential in the formulation of organogels for Cultural Heritage
preservation or adhesives.43,78 The following sections will be
dedicated to the design of a new class of castor oil–oligoester
organogels, reported in this contribution for the rst time.

Finally, it is worth mentioning the use of polymers in
advanced coating formulations for the protection or consoli-
dation of works of art. Even in this case, while several synthetic
polymers have been proposed in the last decades to formulate
hybrid superhydrophobic and other advanced protective coat-
ings,23,32 there is a shi towards the use of biopolymers and
sustainable formulations. Examples include polylactic acid,23

chitosan,8,23 starch,79 and even geopolymers.20

Overall, these reports show how the formulation of polymer
systems for the preservation of Cultural Heritage is a vibrant
eld, where the need for time- and cost-effective tools joins with
recent sustainability requirements to create open challenges
that need novel solutions, possibly linking with transversal
industrial and technological sectors.
Design of a new class of organogels

Nowadays, new challenges related to climate changes demand
for “greener” strategies in materials design.3 To this purpose,
the full understanding of structure–property relationships in
novel materials is crucial. In particular, the hydrophilic lipo-
philic balance (HLB) of polymeric compounds is a fundamental
parameter connected to their degradation, solvent compatibility
and processability.80–83 However, despite its importance, there
are no protocols enabling its clear evaluation for hydrophobic
polymers, while it has been reported for polymeric
nanoparticles.84–86 In particular, a crucial issue aspect involves
the effect on HLB of variations in chemical composition and
molar mass.

The octanol/water partition coefficient (log P) is commonly
employed for HLB evaluation, and can be experimentally ob-
tained or calculated (“c log P”) for small organic molecules and
nonpolar surfactants.87 However, its evaluation for hydrophobic
macromolecules is complex, and, to the best of our knowledge,
there is no protocol available. In this sense, gaining in-depth
information on polymer morphological features and solution
dynamics could be benecial. Separation techniques such as
size exclusion chromatography (SEC) do not only provide molar
mass estimation, but, when a viscosimeter detector is
employed, they also enable the estimation of macromolecular
morphology, which is related to polymer–solvent interac-
tions.88,89 As a complementary tool, diffusion ordered spectros-
copy nuclear magnetic resonance (DOSY NMR) could also be
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
employed to evaluate the dynamics of polymer solution and
estimate molar mass.90,91

Herein, we demonstrate the evaluation of log P for a library
of oligoesters by combining SEC and DOSY NMR analysis.
Aiming at characterizing oligomeric species with similar molar
mass, an easily accessible polycondensation reaction of selected
dicarboxylic acid and diols was performed. To this aim, the
selected reactants (sebacic, adipic and succinic acid as well as
hexane- and butanediol) can be produced avoiding the use of
petrochemical resources and, according to the European
Chemical Agency, these compounds are commonly employed in
fertilizers, cleaning products and pharmaceuticals. No solvents
nor catalysts were employed during the oligoester synthesis.

The synthetic pathway enabled to vary repetition units and
screen a wide range of chemical composition. The nal mate-
rials were preliminarily analysed by means of SEC to evaluate
their molar mass and their morphology in solution, according
to absolute multiangle light scattering-refractive index (MALS-
RI) analysis and universal calibration. Subsequently, DOSY
NMR analysis was performed with a selection of six deuterated
solvents with varied log P to determine the oligoesters' diffusion
coefficient and hydrodynamic radii.

Finally, to provide a proof of concept of the devised
approach, the analysed oligoesters were used to formulate a new
class of castor oil–polyurethane organogels. The gels' swelling
capability was tested in solvents commonly employed in
Cultural Heritage practices, and the swollen organogels were
then used to remove wax or an acrylate copolymer coating from
model surfaces, mimicking art cleaning interventions.
Development of a robust protocol for the log P estimation of
hydrophobic oligomers and polymers

Our rst goal was to screen a library of oligoesters featuring
similar molar masses but varied chemical composition. There-
fore, a two-step polycondensation reaction of selected dicar-
boxylic acids (sebacic acid, adipic acid or succinic acid) and
diols (hexanediol or butanediol) was performed. Despite being
usually conducted at temperatures above 200 °C with the
addition of metal catalyst, a polycondensation reaction can be
performed at lower temperatures if oligomeric species are
wanted.92,93 To this aim, equimolar amounts of the selected
dicarboxylic acid and diol were reacted at 180 °C to obtain the
oligomeric species named as O1 to O5 (Table 1, see ESI†).

The oligoesters were preliminarily analysed by means of size
exclusion chromatography (SEC) in tetrahydrofuran (THF)
eluent employing a system equipped with triple detection
(MALS-Viscosimeter-RI) that enabled the calculations of molar
masses according to both light scattering and universal cali-
bration approaches.

Independently on the method adopted, similar values of
number-average molar mass (Mn, ca. 3 kg mol−1) were obtained
(Table 1). In contrast, molar mass dispersity obtained from
MALS were lower in comparison to universal calibration due to
the MALS overcounting of larger molar masses, making
universal calibration data more reliable. Interestingly, over-
laying the chromatograms for the series O1 to O5 revealed
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2443–2455 | 2447



Table 1 Selected structural characterization data of the synthesized oligoesters

Code Repeating unit Mn,MALS
a [kg mol−1] ĐMALS

a Mn,univ. cal.
b [kg mol−1] Đuniv. cal.

b Rh
c [nm] [h]d [mL g−1] ae c log P f

O1 Hexylene sebaceate 3.0 1.36 2.8 1.79 1.42 6.22 0.750 4.57
O2 Hexylene adipate 2.8 1.48 2.8 1.66 1.32 5.47 0.685 2.75
O3 Hexylene succinate 3.0 1.42 2.9 1.78 1.30 4.93 0.649 1.84
O4 Butylene sebaceate 3.0 1.37 2.9 1.54 1.35 5.54 0.720 3.66
O5 Butylene adipate 2.8 1.36 2.8 1.72 1.29 4.94 0.654 1.84

a Number-average molar mass and dispersity index obtained with MALS-RI detection. b Number-average molar mass and dispersity index obtained
with absolute calibration (Viscosimeter-RI detection). c Hydrodynamic radius obtained from SEC-Viscosimeter analysis. For all samples the error
was found to be ±0.01 nm. d Intrinsic viscosity obtained from SEC-Viscosimeter analysis. For all samples the error lied between ±0.05 and
0.06 mL g−1. e Parameter a of Mark–Houwink obtained according to MALS estimation of molar masses. For all samples the error was found to
be ±0.001. f Calculated partition coefficient for the meric structure of each oligoester, O1 to O5.

Fig. 1 Size exclusion chromatographic analysis of the oligoesters O1 to O5. Left: refractive index chromatograms. Right: evolution and linear
fitting of hydrodynamic radius, Rh, and intrinsic viscosity, [h], vs. c log P for the oligoesters O1 to O5.

Chemical Science Edge Article
a slight shi of the elution volume (Fig. 1). Since SEC relies on
the volumetric separation of oligo- and polymeric species, the
chromatograms of samples with similar molar mass would
differentiate if solvation were different, resulting in a slight
variation of polymer–solvent interactions. Because the aliphatic
oligoesters differ in the mer's (monomeric unit) chemical
composition, a variation in solvation properties could be
ascribed to their different hydrophobicity. To evaluate this
behavior, c log P was calculated from the structure of each
repetition unit of the oligoester series (Table 1). Then, the plot
of the hydrodynamic radius and intrinsic viscosity vs. c log P
revealed a linear correlation (Fig. 1), suggesting that polymer–
solvent interactions increase with hydrophobicity.

Additional information was obtained tting plots of the
intrinsic viscosity vs. molar mass to the Mark–Houwink equa-
tion (eqn (1)), which enabled calculating the parameter a,
related to conformational changes in solution:

[h] = kMa (1)

where [h] is the intrinsic viscosity, i.e. the viscosity of a solution
ideally containing one macromolecule, M is the molar mass of
the oligomer, while k and a are the Mark–Houwink parameters
describing oligomer–solvent interactions, and thus the olig-
omer morphology in solution.

The ttings are shown in Fig. 2. Even though the obtained
a values differ for each oligomer, owing to the different
2448 | Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2443–2455
approaches for molar mass estimation, a linear increase of
a vs. c log P is clearly evident in all cases. The trend indicates
good solvent behavior for all the oligoesters in THF. In addi-
tion, chain elongation increases with the mers' hydrophobicity
(O3/O5 < O2 < O4 < O1), due to increased polymer–solvent
interactions. To further evaluate the hydrophobicity of the
oligomeric species, diffusion experiments were performed via
DOSY NMR in selected deuterated solvents. Despite being
oen used to gain information on synthetic features, DOSY
NMR represents an intriguing technique capable of providing
additional insights. Recently, Voorter et al. implemented its
applicability for polymer molar mass estimation employing
a variety of deuterated solvents as an alternative to SEC anal-
ysis.90 However, while these authors analyzed monodisperse
polymers and stated that variations in diffusion coefficients
depend only on the solvent viscosity, we consider here poly-
disperse species and show that diffusion is also affected by
solvent–polymer interactions. Six deuterated solvents with
increased log P were used to gain information on the oligoester
hydrophobicity, i.e., acetone, tetrahydrofuran, chloroform,
dichloromethane, benzene, and toluene. Indeed, oligomers
with similar molar mass exhibit varying diffusion coefficients
in different solvents according to the T1/T2 relaxation time
calculation approach (Fig. 3a).

In principle, variations of diffusion coefficients in different
solvents could be ascribed both to variations of the solvent
viscosity and of the hydrodynamic volumes and radii of the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 2 Mark–Houwink interpretation from SEC analysis in THF of the oligoesters O1 to O5. Left: intrinsic viscosity, [h], over molar mass plot from
MALS-RI analysis (markers) and fitting (dotted line). Middle: intrinsic viscosity, [h], over molar mass plot from Viscosimeter-RI analysis (colored
markers) and fitting (dotted line). Right: plot and linear fitting of the parameter a of Mark–Houwink of the oligoesters O1 to O5 vs. c log P.

Fig. 3 Evaluation of hydrodynamic radii (Rh) via NMR experiments on the Ox library with deuterated solvents. Left (a): DOSY NMR plot for O1,
oligo(exylene sebaceate). Middle (b): evolution of Rh and related errors (calculated from T1/T2 method) vs. solvent log P, for the library O1 to O5.
The lines are fitting to a Gaussian-like distribution (eqn (3)); where not indicated, error bars are within markers. Right (c): plot of the estimated log
P vs. the calculated oligoester c log P for each repetition unit.
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diffusing species. To estimate the effect of polymer–solvent
interactions, ruling out viscosity, diffusion data were translated
to hydrodynamic radii according to the Stokes–Einstein equa-
tion (eqn (2)):

Rh ¼ kbT

6phD
(2)

where Rh is the hydrodynamic radius, kb is the Boltzmann
constant, T is the absolute temperature, h is the viscosity of the
solvent at temperature T, and D is the diffusion coefficient
calculated from T1/T2 relaxation times data.

Independently on the oligomer species, the calculated Rh

shis in different solvents, with maximum Rh values in chlo-
roform or dichloromethane (Fig. 3b).

The two solvents have average log P values in the solvent
series, thus the plot of Rh vs. solvent's log P showed a distribu-
tion pattern as highlighted in Fig. 3b. In principle, the capa-
bility of a liquid to dissolve a target compound follows the
principle of “similia similibus solvuntur”, and the condition of
highest solvation directly gives the estimation of the
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
macromolecule log P. To precisely calculate such parameter, we
hypothesized a symmetrical distribution of Rh values, in other
words changes of Rh seem to mainly depend on the log P
difference from the best solvent. Accordingly, we tted the data
to a Gaussian-like distribution (eqn (3)):

Rh ¼ Rh;0 þ A

s
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
p=2

p e�2
ðlog Psolvent�log PmaxÞ2

s2 (3)

where Rh is the hydrodynamic radius, Rh,0 is the minimum Rh

value of the distribution, A is a pre-exponential factor, s is the
distribution variance, log Psolvent is the partition coefficient
water/octanol of the solvents, and log Pmax is the mode of the
curve corresponding to the actual log P of the oligomeric
species. The tting revealed a trend of log P in the oligoester
series, as follows: O1 > O4 > O2 > O3 z O5.

In addition, the newly estimated log P values are linearly
correlated with the c log P of the oligomers meric structures
(Fig. 3c), proving the consistency of the method. Interestingly,
the log P values were found to be lower than the meric c log P,
Chem. Sci., 2024, 15, 2443–2455 | 2449
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which can be reasonably explained considering that c log P is
representative of the sole repetition unit and does not consider
the oligomer chain capability to arrange in a three-dimensional
space.

In conclusion, the proposed approach provides a robust and
reliable methodology to evaluate the hydrophobicity of oligo-
mers with slight differences in structure and polydisperse molar
mass values. The evaluation served as a crucial step preliminary
to the use of the oligoesters in the formulation of the new castor
oil gels.
A new class of castor oil–oligoester gels

Each of the characterized oligoesters was reacted with castor
and poly(hexamethylene diisocyanate) in a 10/72/18 (oligoester/
castor oil/isocyanate) m/m% ratio at 80 °C (see ESI†), yielding
dry organogels shaped as sheets. The organogels were named
G1–5, following the same nomenclature as their parent
oligoesters.

The gels were then swollen with three different solvents, i.e.,
acetone, methyl ethyl ketone (MEK), and p-xylene. Acetone is
one of the most recurring solvents used in the cleaning of works
of art, and, along with MEK, exhibits good green chemistry
metrics.13 MEK is a versatile solvent that proved effective in the
removal of synthetic polymer coatings.61 Finally, p-xylene has
good cleaning capability versus wax, which is a common non-
polar coating found as nishing layer or contaminant on the
surface of works of art.60,94 Even though they were not directly
used in the NMR evaluation of the oligoesters, MEK and p-
xylene fall either within or very close to the Gaussian distribu-
tion of log P showed in Fig. 3.

The maximum swelling of the organogels in the three
selected solvents is showed in Fig. 4 (detailed swelling curves
are reported in ESI†). As expected, swelling in acetone was faster
(see ESI†) and reached higher solvent contents for the gels
containing the less lipophilic additives (G3 and G5) with
a relative weight increase (Dm/m0) plateu of 1.2. The remaining
gels exhibit lesser uptake (G2 z G4 > G1). A similar swelling
Fig. 4 Evolution of the castor oil organogels' maximum swelling
capability (Dm/m0)N in acetone (black), MEK (red) and p-xylene (blue)
over the log P of oligoesters O1 to O5 obtained from swelling exper-
iments (see ESI†). Dotted lines are simply guidelines to highlight trends.
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behavior was monitored when MEK was employed. In this case,
higher values of relative weight increase (c.a. 2.0) were reached,
as expected since MEK has a log P (0.37), closer to those of the
oligoesters. The gels formulated with the most hydrophobic
oligoesters (G1, G4) exhibited the largest swelling in p-xylene
(log P 3.10). In all cases, swelling in p-xylene is lower than in
MEK, and closer to the values of acetone, as predicted by the log
P distribution showed in Fig. 3. These results conrmed the
reliability of the novel screening approach to predict the affinity
of oligomers, and their derived organogels, to solvents with
different polarity. It must be noticed that the swelling capacity
of the new castor oil–oligoester organogels is larger than that of
castor oil gels previously reported for art cleaning
applications.43

Finally, two of the organogels, G1 and G5, were swollen with,
respectively, p-xylene and acetone, and then used for the
removal of Paraloid B72 and wax from frosted glass slides that
simulate hydrophilic substrates. It was previously veried that
the two solvents have TEAS solubility parameters that fall within
the swelling areas of the two target coatings (see Fig. 5).

As showed in Fig. 6, the application of the swollen organo-
gels resulted in the complete removal of the coatings aer two
applications (10 minutes each) without the use of any addi-
tional mechanical action. Interestingly, during the removal of
Paraloid B72, the acrylate polymer layer adhered to the G5 gel,
allowing the coating removal simply as a swollen lm attached
to the gel.

Overall, the development of a new evaluation method for
the estimation of the log P of oligomers/polymers was estab-
lished by means of diffusion analysis. The proposed approach
allows a robust and reliable evaluation based on DOSY NMR
analysis for (i) polydisperse samples and (ii) also for macro-
molecules differing for a single methyl unit in the meric
structure. The obtained data follow the same trend depicted
from calculated data on the repetition unit composition. In
addition, this approach grants a more comprehensive insight
on the entire polymer behavior in solution. Finally, the
Fig. 5 TEAS swelling areas of Paraloid B72 and wax, and representa-
tion of the three solvents (acetone, MEK and p-xylene) employed for
the castor oil organogels' swelling experiments.

© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry



Fig. 6 Cleaning test experiments employing O1 and O5 containing
castor oil gels; from left to right: surface prior to gel application, during
gel application and cleaned surface after 2 gel applications of 10
minutes each. Top row: application of the O1-gel swollen in p-xylene
for 1 h on a frosted glass surface covered with wax. Bottom row:
application of the O5-gel swollen in acetone for 1 h on a frosted glass
surface coveredwith Paraloid B72. The coatingsmake the frosted glass
transparent, and their removal by the gels restored the original opaque
appearance.
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evaluation method allowed the design of a new class of orga-
nogels (castor oil–oligoester) tailored for the connement of
solvents in a wide range of polarity. The gel–solvent affinity can
be simply tuned by selecting the proper oligomer from the
screening step. In principle, this design approach can also
allow the formulation of gel networks where domains with
tailored hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity are created into the 3D
gel polymer network.
Conclusions and future perspectives

This contribution depicts novel approaches toward Cultural
Heritage preservation based upon (i) an in-depth overview of
novel strategies in restorative practices based on the use of
polymeric materials and (ii) the development of a new approach
for the estimation of log P and, consequently, HLB, for oligo-
mers and polymers. Overall, the reported experimental data rely
on the study of polymer solution dynamics according to both
SEC and DOSY NMR. In a rst stage, SEC analysis was funda-
mental to estimate the molar mass of the formulated oligomer
library according to absolute and equivalent methods. More-
over, the good correlation of the Mark–Howink parameter
a versus the calculated partition coefficient (c log P) of the meric
units, indicated a variation in polymer–solvent interactions
related to the oligomer chemical composition. DOSY NMR
further showed that tuning the solvent log P resulted in the
variation of diffusion coefficients and hydrodynamic radii. The
obtained data were employed for log P estimation for each
oligomer. We found excellent correlation of the so-obtained log
P with the calculated c log P. We also showed how this robust
approach can be used to design new organogels based on castor
© 2024 The Author(s). Published by the Royal Society of Chemistry
oil polyurethanes modied with the oligoester library. The new
gels have optimal swelling capability in organic solvents with
a wide range of polarity, making the castor oil–oligoester orga-
nogels versatile and promising tools for the removal of
undesired/aged coatings and contaminants from the surface of
works of art. In addition, our design approach could be used to
formulate gel networks where domains with tailored
hydrophobicity/hydrophilicity are created into the 3D gel poly-
mer network. For instance, gels with alternated hydrophilic and
hydrophobic domains, able to uptake aqueous solutions and
organic solvents, would allow addressing simultaneously
diverse types of hydrophilic and hydrophobic soil/coatings in
a unique, one-step cleaning intervention. In addition, the novel
materials described in this contribution t well into material
groups that are relevant to different industrial applications:
oligo- and polyesters are widely employed in common goods,
from textile to 3D printings, and are building blocks to produce
materials in automobiles, nautical sector, and others.95,96 At the
same time, polyurethanes have high volume production for
applications as insulating foams in the building construction
industry. Therefore, the new materials described in this
manuscript for Cultural Heritage conservation, could also be of
interest for a broader range of scientic and technological
applications where green, sustainable solutions are required.
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